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SPR300

Specifications
Item Number:

BT-SPR300

Caliber:

.300 Whisper / .300 AAC Blackout

Operation:

Bolt Action

Magazine:

SIG 550 Type, 10 & 20 rounds

Barrel Length:

25,0 cm

Twist [mm per turn]:

200 mm / 1 in 8 inch

Weight Empty:

3.950 / 3.972 grams*

Length Open:

97,2 - 103,2 / 100,1 cm*

Length Folded:

76,1 / 78,7 cm*

.300 Whisper / .300 AAC Blackout RUAG SWISS P

Length upper NAR

41,0 cm

Cartridge

Bullet

Weight (g/grs)

v (m/s)

Stock Pull:

31,5 - 37,5 / 35,0 cm

Target

HPBT

14,3 / 220

315

Trigger:

13,7 N / 1.400 grams / Single Stage

Ball

FMJ

9,5 / 146

571

Sound Pressure Level:

121 dB A

Suppressor Weight:

515 grams

Styx Action

JHP

8,4 / 130

630

Available colours:

Black / Coyote Tan

* with extendable stock / with non extendable stock

Accessories
Depending on customers preferences, the SPR300 comes fully equipped and ready to deploy straight from the case.
This includes the following accessories, which every professional operator will appreciate.
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1. Decreet Carry Bag (Included) – This ingeniously designed and durable bag transports the
SPR300 with MOLLE interior for the proper
placement of all accessories, tools and rifle
components.
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4. Accessories (Included) – a foldable and extendable bipod (two types available on customers choice), pistol grip modules (palm &
finger rests), a quick detachable carrying
sling and a cleaning kit.
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2. Brass Catcher (Included) – The B&T designed
brass catcher can be quickly mounted without
tools on a small additional rail next to the
chamber. It pivots easily and swift for manipulations and safety inspections.
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5. Scope (optional) – the SPR300 can be equiped with a variety of scopes and mounts.
B&T offers special scopes suitable for the
trajectory of the .300 Whisper and the
.300 ACC Blackout.
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3. Two 10 round magazines (Included) – These
translucent magazines, also used with the
Swiss Army assault rifle (Stgw 90), give the
operator the choice of a quick reaload.
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P.O. Box 174
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Fon +41 33 334 67 00
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SPR300 - SPECIAL PURPOSE RIFLE
.300 WHISPER / .300 AAC BLACKOUT
Designed for todays urban challenges, for Police, SWAT or Military, the SPR300 is the ultimate rifle
when maximum accuracy, sound and flash reduction is required. Utilizing the .300 Whisper or the
.300 AAC Blackout cartridge, it is the perfect tool for all sniping missions up to 150 meters / 165 yards.

SPR300 – SPECIAL PURPOSE RIFLE
Folding Adjustable Stock

3 Position Safety / Fire Selector

Optics and mounts

Extended Top Rail

There are two different positive
locking folding stocks available,
which will reduce the length of
the SPR300 up to 280mm. Both
have an height adjustable cheek
piece giving the operator an
optimal and relaxed position behind any scope, while one stock
is also adjustable in length.

The 3 position safety provides the user an
easy and positive selection of Safe and Fire
while the middle postion allows to load and
unload the gun with a blocked trigger. 		
					

B&T offers a variety of scopes, red dot
sights and mounts for fast and accurate target acquisition and engagement
(optional accessories).

The 410 mm long top rail (NAR/
Picatinny) allows fast and easy mounting of scopes and night vison or
thermal optics in perfect alingnment.

Cocked Bolt Indicator
The cocked bolt indicator enables the operator to see and feel if the bolt is cocked.

Lateral Rails
A 95 mm long NAR/Picatinny
Rail on each side allows mounting
lasers, lights and other accessories.

Integrated Suppressor
Trigger

Lower Accessory Rail

The single stage trigger fires
at a crisp 1,4 kg for maximum
accuracy.

Upon customer request the lower
rail could be a UIT type or a NAR/
Picatinny Rail, allowing to mount
bipods, slings or other accessories.

This will enable the operator to remove
the suppressor from the barrel without
losing zero. The suppressor is so effective that the actual noise produced by
a subsonic round will be around only
121 dB A with no flash at all. Suppressor life is minimum 10,000 rounds.

Pistol Grip

Reliable Magazines

Hard Anodized Aircraft Aluminum Receiver

The interchangeable palm and finger
inserts allow a perfect adaptation to
the hand of the operator.		
		

The magazines are made from a tough translucent polymer. The operator can quickly reload or
change ammunition as required by the mission.

The solid but lightweight receiver guarantes
maximum accuracy. The SPR300 is available in
Matt Black as well as in Coyote Tan.

Quick Detachable Bipod
Several bipods are available. All are
lightweight and quickly detachable.
They can be hinged down and extended
when necessary.

The modern police sniper almost always has engagements in urban environments in close ranges (less than 150 m). For military
special operations urban areas provide a growing challenge. Many military strategists are projecting future conflicts will take
place in cities and other built up areas where the distances are much closer. That is where the SPR300 comes into its own.
Target Diameter with 99% First Round Hit Probability

The weapon breaks down into a very small package which will enable the sniper to easily move into position. The discreet
carry case has no resemblance to a bag that would contain a firearm. The Swiss engineered suppressor is integrated on
the weapon but can be removed for transport without changing the point of impact of the round. The sound level produced
by this ingenious combination of suppressor, weapon and cartridge is less than 121 dB A, which is quieter than an air rifle.
The muzzle flash is also totally eliminated which will enable the operator to remain concealed even during hours of darkness.

The SPR300 is ideal for any urban situation where stealth and silence is required. Some of these cases might include destroying
street lights, car tires, motion detectors and alarm systems unnoticed or silencing guard dogs and of course sentries.
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Although the .300 Whisper as well as the .300 AAC Blackout were designed as a subsonic cartridges with maximum sound
reduction, there are also supersonic rounds with excellent ballistic performance available. The RUAG SWISS P series of RUAG
Ammotec provides several very interesting military grade cartridges in both calibres, suitable for the SPR300. Given this
variety of premium ammunition, the sniper is prepared for any task that may arise. See ammunition details on backpage.
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